10th ANNIVERSARY
SHOWING - "ONE-SIX
RIGHT"
The Romance of Aviation

If you think back to the earliest time in your life when
airplanes and flying first got you excited, and if you
remember your feelings of anticipation and excitement, you
will relive them once again Wednesday night as CAPA has a
tenth anniversary showing of the outstanding feature film
dedicated to general aviation, Brian Terwilliger's "One-Six
Right." As we begin to taste the smell of another new Spring
and aviation on Cape Cod, we once again present this
inspirational aviation film.
From Wikipedia:
One Six Right: The Romance of Flying is an independent film about

the general aviation industry as seen through a local airport. Within a short
period of time, it has achieved a passionate following and presence among
pilots and aviation enthusiasts worldwide who see the film as being able to
communicate their passion for aviation. Concurrently, the film has
garnered both local and national political attention in the United States as
an accurate depiction of general aviation and its important contributions to
all aviation industries worldwide.
One Six Right considers local airports through the life, history and struggle
of Southern California's Van Nuys Airport. Through aerial sequences and
stories told by pilots, air traffic controllers, historians and flight enthusiasts,
including well-known faces such as Sydney Pollack, Lorenzo Lamas, Paul
Moyer, Hal Fishman, Desiree Horton and many others. The film uncovers
the history of the airport where Amelia Earhart broke a world speed record
over its runways, and where Marilyn Monroe was discovered while working
in its hangars; scenes from Casablanca were filmed on the grounds.
A historical perspective of airplanes from the 1920s to the business jets of
today frames appreciation for the significance of all general aviation
airports as a critical component of the communities they serve. Located in
the heart of the San Fernando Valley, VNY is today the world's busiest
general aviation airport and contributes over $1 billion each year to the
southern California economy.
One Six Right explores common misconceptions about general aviation
airports, which are often criticized for noise pollution and viewed as
exclusive playgrounds for the rich. The film creates an awareness of the
threat to these community airports through staggering statistics of airports
that no longer exist, and the rapid rate at which they are continuing to
close: one per week in the U.S. These smaller and often forgotten airports
are the foundation of the aviation industry, contributing to global commerce
and the breeding ground of the pilots of tomorrow.
One Six Right was exhibited to the United States Congress on Capitol Hill
in Washington, D.C.

In the ten years since the film's debut, the film has inspired
many young people to become pilots: Here is one living his
dream of actually landing on runway 16R at VNY.
To watch, click, or copy and paste this
link: https://youtu.be/GlLtgJ2zro4

MEETING INFO
This CAPA meeting is this Wednesday, March 2 as well as
the first Wednesday of each month in Room 115 in the North
Building of Cape Cod Community College, now easier
access just a few steps from parking lots 5 &
6. Complimentary Scotties Famous pizza will be
served. Bring a friend!

